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Observation of the Limit Cycle in the Asymmetric Plasma

Divided by the Magnetic Filter

K. Ohi, II. Naitout Y. Tauchi, 0 . Fukumasa

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
Yamaguchi University. Tokiwadai 2-16-1. Ube 755-8611, Japan

Abstract
An asymmetric plasma divided by the magnetic filter (MF) is numerically simulated by the one-dimensional
particle-in-ccll code VSIM1D. Depending on the asymmetry, the system behaves static or dynamic. In the static
state, the potentials of tho main plasma and the subpla.sma are given by the sheath potentials, $M ~ 3'I\\f,:/e
and Qs ~ 3/5, /(•• respectively, with ( being an electron charge and l\j, and Tsc being electron temperatures
(l\\f, > I'sr)- In the dynamic state, while p ; / ~ 37'.\/f/c <ps oscillates periodically between p s , m m ~ 3Tsc/?-
and Qs.max ~ 3T_\f,/c. The ions accelerated by the time varying potential gap get into the subplasma and
excite the laminar shock waves. This periodic phenomenon can be understood as a limit cycle due to transitions
between two bifurcated slates of Qs.mni a l 'd Qs.max-
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1 Introduction

The magnetic filter (MF) is a localized magnetic field,
which.can divide a plasma into two regions of dif-
ferent parameters. In the volume negative hydro-
gen/deuterium ion source, for example, the MF is
the critical component to isolate a diffused plasma
from a source plasma. The major mechanism to cre-
ate negative hydrogen/deuterium ions is the two step
process of the vibrational excitation and the disso-
ciative attachment[1. 2], The source plasma involves
fast electrons with energies in excess of 20 30 eV
to produce molecules of highly vibrationally excited
states. These excited molecules can travel to (he dif-
fused plasma across the MF. while high energy elec-
trons are reflected by I he MF. The diffused plasma,
hence, includes only low energy electrons with the
temperature of about 1 eV which are necessary for
Ihc dissociative attachment to the vibralionully ex-
cited molecules. This sort of "double plasma' config-
uration might be useful for the processing plasma: the
plasma with energetic electrons and the low temper-
ature plasma without energetic electrons arc needed
for the production of radical species and for the re-
duction of the harmful energetic ion bombardment
(due to the sheath potential) to the substrate surface,
respectively [3].

There arc three effects of the MF. The first and pri-
mary effect is tlie Lorentz force on electrons and ions.
Depending on the mass and the energy of charged par-
ticles, the action of the MF is different for individual
particles. The MF, hence, works as the filter to select
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particles which can go through the MF. The second is
the diffusion process of the charged particles. Colli-
sional and/or the turbulent transports across the MF
can explain the character of the MF in which ener-
getic electrons diffuse much slower than the low en-
erg}- electrons. The turbulent diffusion is due to ExB
drifts with E being the fluctuating electrostatic elec-
tric field and B being the static magnetic field of the
MF: the finite gyroradious effects of electrons eluci-
date the slow random walks of energetic electrons be-
cause high energy elections average out the fine scale
fluctuations of the electric field [4. 5, 6]. The third
is the formation of the potential gap between two re-
gions separated by the MF. This potential gap made
by the first and second effects acts as the electrostatic
filter on electrons and ions.

In order lo understand the complex behavior of
the plasma with the MF, particle-in-cell (PIC) sim-
ulations have been executed. The transport pro-
cess and the potential formation of the plasma di-
vided by the MF have been investigated by the two-
dimensional particle simulation[5, 6, 7, 8]. We have
believed in the existence of the slalic state with the
equilibrium density, temperature, and space poten-
tial profiles. So our concern was limited to the un-
derstanding of (lie transport process due to the fluc-
tuating turbulent electrostatic field around the MF.
Recently, we have unexpectedly found the non-static
dynamic state in the plasma with the MF[9] by ex-
ecuting the one-dimensional PIC simulation with a
newly developed VSIM1D code[10] (Visualized par-
ticle SIMulation code in 1-Dimcnsion) which runs on
PC-UNIX operating system and displays the real time
portrayal of the phase space plots of charged parti-



cles and the potential profile etc. on the monitor.
The limit cycle in Ihe terminology of the nonlinear
physics is observed. The periodic variation of (he po-
tential gap and the periodic excitation of the laminar
shock waves[ll] caused by ions accelerated by the po-
tential gap constitute the physics underling the limit
cycle. The movies of the temporal evolutions of (lie
potential profiles and Ihe phase space plots of ions can
be found on the CD-ROM compiled in Rcf.12. This
article extends the study of Ihe previous paper[9] in
which only the discovery of the dynamic state with
a brief physical discussion was reported. Simulations
using a doubled system size with various parameters
are done to verify Ihe generality of the previous re-
sults. Detailed measurements are added to clear the
physical picture of the phenomena. Also the param-
eter range in which the system behaves dynamic is
studied carefully.

This paper is organized as follows. The basic simu-
lation model of the asymmetric plasma with the MF
is described in Sec.2. Simulation results are presented
in Sec.3. Conclusions and the discussion are given in
Sec.4.

2 Simulation Model

The one-dimensional particle-in-cell code
VSIM1D[1O] is used for Ihe simulation of the asym-
metric plasma divided by the MF. Physical quantities
are allowed to change only in the .r-dircction. Hydro-
gen plasma is assumed. Full dynamics of electrons
and ions arc followed under the electrostatic approxi-
mation. A schematic diagram of the simulation model
is depicted in Fig.l. Left and right ends of the system.
x = 0 and .r = Lx. are grounded walls. Particles hit-
ting the walls are absorbed there. Ion sheaths, hence,
will be formed next to (he walls. There is a MF at
the center of Ihe system (x = XMF) and the direction
of the magnetic field is in Ihe z-direction. The spatial
profile of the magnetic field strength is given by

B(x) = Bocxp[ -0.5(.r - xXiF)2/a2
MF } ,

where BQ is the maximum magnetic field strength
and a.MF is the characteristic width of the MF. The
strength of the MF is chosen to influence only elec-
tron dynamics; ions move freely across the MF. To
the right of the MF. there is a high temperature and
high density main plasma. A low temperature and
low density subplasma exists to the left of the MF.
The source regions are located in the main plasma
and the subplasma. respectively, to produce new elec-
trons and ions which will equal Ihe particle loss to the
walls.

The physical quantities in this article are expressed
in the normalized units. The length is normalized by
(he grid size A. The time is normalized by the in-
verse of the electron plasma angular frequency uJ~}.
where ^jpc = (n,fo

p2/to"''( )l 2 is defined by the ini-
tial average electron density (nr0 = iho — na) in

(he main plasma, e and in, are the charge and the

mass of electrons, and fo is the permittivity in vac-
uum. Temperatures and potentials are normalized
by mcA

2uJjX and mcA
2jj^c/t. respectively. Note thai

temperatures in (his article are expressed in (he en-
ergy unit. The normalized strength of Bo equals to
^ct./^pt ( ^cc = (B0/m, is (lie electron cyclotron
angular frequency at x — X\iF)- Simulation pa-
rameters are as follows: system size: Lx — 400.
xMF = 200. aMF = 12. B() = 0.2 - 1.0, electron
Debye length in (he main plasma: A^ = 2, mass ra-
tio: m,/mr — 1836. time step size: At — 0.2. total
number of time steps: A', — 400,000. Hereafter, we
will add subscripts M and S for the quantities re-
lated to the main plasma and the subplasina. respec-
tively. The initial electron temperatures of the respec-
tive plasmas are l\i, -- 4 and Ts( = 1- The initial
ion temperatures are set to be 7'^,- — 7^, — 0.4. The
initial electron density of (he subplasma is one forth
of the density of the main plasma. Initial ion density
profile is the same as that of electrons. Note that ini-
tial conditions arc noi so important in this simulation
because the system includes particle source and loss
and our concern is the long time behavior.

In order to make up for the particle loss from the
respective regions, electrons and ions are injected con-
stantly into (he source regions. In the main plasma,
one electron and one ion arc injected every one time
step with given temperatures of I\u — 4 and TM, =
0.4 in the region of 220 < x < 380. In the sub-
plasma. one electron and one ion are inserted every
Nlrl lime steps with 7'<jf — 1 and l'sl = 0.4 in the
region of 20 < x < 180. A7,-,, is varied between 8
and 256. In the source regions, the artifical thermal-
ization' is done; velocity distributions of electrons in
the respective source regions arc reset to form new
Maxwellian distributions every 150 time steps. With-
out this process, the electron velocity distributions
would be cooled eventually because only low energy
electrons arc confined in the system by the sheath po-
tential near the walls. The total number of particles
used in (his simulation for each species is about thirty
thousands. The total running lime is about 12 hours
on the PC/AT compatible personal computer using
the CPU of Celeron 450 MHz.

3 Simulation Results

Before presenting the simulation results for the dy-
namic stale, let us consider (he static state. It is easy
(o predict that there are two types of the static equi-
librium potential profile for the asymmetric plasma
divided by the MF. The first is corresponding 1o the
case in which effects of ions coining form the main
plasma to the subplasma is negligible. Each plasma
has the space potential of Ihe order of (he electron
temperature (p ~ 37)) which is equal to the sheath
potential adjacent to the respective grounded wall.
The space potential of the main plasma is higher than
that of the subplasma since 'l\jc > Ts, • The example
of (his case is shown in Figs.2 and 3. The parameters



chosen for this case are IJa = 0.7 and A',,, — 04. It
is found that the system approaches the static state
after / ~ 20000. Fig.2 represents the time evolutions
of the average election densities in Ihe main plasma
and the subplasma. The average electron densities are
measured in the source regions of the respcel ive zones.
In the stationary state, the average electron density
in the main plasma is < UM, > — I.QGUQ, while that
in the subplasma is < ngc > ~ O.12no- The densitj-
ratio < rise > / < n\ir. >— 0.072 is much larger than
the ratio of the particle supplement. 1/Ar

m ~ 0.016.
The improved electron confinement in the subplasma
is explained by the ions coming from the main plasma.
Fig.3 depicts the time evolutions of the potentials of
the main plasma and the subplasma. Qyj and Qs. mea-
sured at the centers of the respective regions. These
potentials arc time averaged over r — 20 to eliminate
the fluctuating noise concerning electron plasma os-
cillations. The potential gap between QM and Qs is
observed. The measured potentials, QM and QS- are
equal to the sheath potential next to the grounded
walls, ~ 37j\/c and ~ 37se , respectively. The devia-
tion of Q from the average value is determined by the
thermal fluctuations in the respective areas. (We can
reduce these fluctuations by drastically increasing the
number of particles in the simulation with the expense
of computer resources.) It is to be noticed that the
potential gap at the MF accelerates ions in the main
plasma into the subplasma: there is an ion beam com-
ponent in the subplasma. No instability is observed
due to the ion beam component in this static case.

The second static case will be found when (he ef-
fects of ions intruding into the subplasma across the
MF is dominant. Electrons in the subpla.sma cannot
keep the space potential from going up by reducing
the electron loss to the wall. Therefore, the potential
of the subplasma is a little bit higher than that of the
main plasma, while the potential of the main plasma is
determined by the electron temperature; QM ~ 3T.\ic

and QS ~ 3TMr + 37^/, - 37',\fr since TM, < T\,,.
(In this case, electrons in the subpla.sma is confined
very well by the sheath potential. Hence, in the strict
sense, to maintain the stationary slate, loss mecha-
nism of electrons in the .subplasma must be taken into
account.)

We have found that there is a dynamic state in
which the potential in the subplasma oscillates peri-
odically between values of ~ 37'ji/e and ~ 37'sv- The
example of this dynamic state is shown in Figs.4 and
5. The parameters chosen for this case are BQ = 0.5
and A',,, = 64. Fig.4 expresses the time evolutions of
the average electron densities in the main plasma and
the subplasma. We can see the periodic oscillations
in the ripples of the average densities in the respec-
tive regions after / ~ 8000. The system approaches
the stationary state after /, ~ 30000. The period of
the oscillations of the ripples is about 2000. In the
stationary state. < iiMc >— l-56n0 and < ns, > ~
O.15?7.0 with A < »,V/r > ^ A < nSc > ~ 0.032n0

where A < n\i,. > and A < nsc > indicate the
heights of the density ripples. The density ratio is

< ns, > I < n.\]( > ~ 0.096. Fig.5 depicts the time
evolutions of the potentials at the centers of the main
plasma and the subplasma. The potential of the main
plasma is almost constant (p.\/ ~ 12) with small rip-
ples, while that of the subplasma oscillates between
Qs ~ 3 and QS ~ 12. The period of the potential os-
cillation in the subplasma equals to that of the density
ripples.

To understand the physical mechanism of the dy-
namic state, detailed measurements were done con-
centrating on the case of / i0 — 0.5 and A',-,, = 64.
Typical four periods of the time variations of the av-
erage electron densities arc extracted from Fig.4 and
shown in Fig.6. Note that the axes in Fig.6 are dif-
ferent for < r»u, > and < ns, > in the offsets of
the scales. It is clear that < n,s< > increases (de-
creases) when < nMr > decreases (increases) with
the delay time of TO ~ 500. The delay time is caused
by the space between source regions since < n\tc >
and < rise > are the average densities of the respec-
tive source regions. The ions going out of the source
region in the main plasma cross the domain of the
MF and come to the source region of the subplasma
after the time of //«/>,, where / — 40 is the space
between the source regions and Up, is the average
drift speed of ions crossing the MF. We can estimate
Uj); ~ I/TO ~ 0.08 which is almost the same as the
ion drift speed of I'D, ~ 0.1 given by the normalized
equation for the energy conservation.

1 2
~m,i'Di ~ QM - Qs •

where we used Q\i ~ 12. Qs ~ 3. and m, = 1836.
Typical four periods of the time evolutions of Q\j

and QS arc extracted from Fig.5 and depicted in Fig.7.
The time scales for Figs.6 and 7 are the same. We can
see that the phase of Qs is synchronized with that
of the density ripple of < n.sv; >, although there is a
slight difference in the wave forms of QS and < nsc >•
When Qs is at the minimum, the ion flux from the
main plasma increases due to the potential gap be-
tween the main plasma and the subplasma. Then the
ion density in the subplasma increases; < us, > also
enhances due to quasineutrality. When Qs is at the
maximum, the ion flux from the main plasma is small
since there is no potential gap). The part of the slow
increase of < ns, > after the fast increase may be
explained by the particle supplement in the source re-
gion and the good electron confinement due to the
large sheath potential at the left wall. As will be
shown later, when the potential gap is maximum, the
higher energy ion beam with the higher density gets
into I lie subplasina. Os and < ;/.<,-, > reduce when
these energetic ions get out of the system. The same
process continues periodically.

The snap shots of phase space plots of ions (top),
ion density profiles (middle), and potential profiles
(bottom) are shown in Fig.8 for different time steps in
one period. Four different times in Fig.8 arc depicted
in Figs.6. 7 and 9 by the arrows with (he alphabets
of (a), (b). (c). and (d). In the phase space plots.



red points indicate ions generated in the main plasma,
whereas blue points denote ions introduced in the sub-
plasma. Hence the red points in (he subplasma show
ions coming from the main plasma. We can see the
structure in tlie ion density profile in the subplasma.
In Ihe density profile, there is a peak moving in the
negative x direction. Arrows in Fig.8 show the posi-
tions of the density peaks. The structure of Ihe ion
density reflects the phase space dynamics of the ion
beam accelerated by the potential gap and traveling
in the suhplasina. We can also sec slight peaks of the
electrostatic potential profile at the same positions of
the density peaks in the subplasma. The period of
the limit cycle is determined by the transit time of
the faster ions accelerated when ihe potential gap is
maximum.

In the former paper[9], we called the collective phe-
nomena induced by the ion beam as the beam insta-
bility. Lately we recognized that we arc observing1 the
laminar shock waves generated by the modulated ion
beam. The linear two stream instability is stable for
our case. The phenomenon is very close to the one
experimentally observed by H. Ikezi et al.[ll]. They
used a double plasma device in which the energy of the
ion beam coming into the low density target plasma
is suddenly increased at some time. The faster ions
overtake the slower ions and the shock wave struct ure
is formed. The change of energy in the experiment
of Ikezi et al. corresponds lo the variation of the po-
tential gap in our case. Both cases are similar in the
two facts: (1) A significant amount of ions is reflected
from and transmitted through the shock froni. (2)
The width of the shock increases in time. These facts
are clearly observed in Ihe phase space plots in Fig.8.
The behavior of the system in one period of the oscil-
lation is summarized in the following. When the po-
tential gap is large, the ion beam flux from the main
plasma is large and forms the shock wave structure
due to the overtaking of the slower ions by the faster
ions (see Fig.8 (a)). As the results of Ihe higher ion
beam flux the potential of the subplasma increases
to the level of the potential of the main plasma (Fig.8
(b). (c)). In this time scale the ion beam flux from the
main plasma reduces as the potential gap decreases.
At the time when the head of the shock wave structure
reaches the left wall, the potential in the subplasma
starts to dccrea.se (Fig.8 (d)). When the old shock
wave goes out of the system, the ions with the higher
speed and the higher density come into the subplasma
and excite the new shock wave: this process continues
periodically.

The speed of (he ion sound wave in our simulat ion is
r, = y/(T( +3'[))/Mi ~ 0.035. From the phase space
plots of Fig.8 (a) we see that the velocities before and
behind the shock wave structure are ('„,,,, ~ 0.0G0 and
''max — 0.094. respectively. The velocities of the head
and the tail of the shock wave structure are calcu-
lated from the sixteen snap shots of the ion density
profile in one period. The velocity of the head of the
shock wave structure is vu ~ 0.09G. while the velocity
of the tail of the shock wave is i>r — 0.053. Hence.

the width of the shock wave structure increases in
time. Note that the arrows in Fig.8 designate the
positions oi the tails of the shock wave structures.
The ion density between the head and the tail of the
shock wave structure is higher than that of Ihe am-
bient plasma. We can think of these head and tail of
the shock wave structure as two shock fronts: in the
frame moving with the average ion velocity, we have
two shock waves propagating forward and backward
directions. Mach number of the faster shock (head) is
(vn I'min)A's — 1-0. while that of the slower shock
(tail) is (rmllx — •<'y)/fs ~ 1.2. The difference in Mach
number may explain why the tail of the shock wave
structure is more prominent than the head. Mach
number of the head becomes subsonic in lime: then
the shock wave structure around the head disappears
(see Fift.8(c) and (d)).

The time evolution of the ion density at the center
of the subplasma is shown in Fig.9 for four periods
of the limit cycle. The time scale of this figure is
(he same as those of Figs.6 and 7. The sharp peaks
in the figure correspond lo the passage of the tail of
(he shock wave structure. The sudden reduction of
the ion density just after the maximum is followed by
the slow decrease. Considering that (he ion density
displayed in the figure is the sum of the background
ions born in the subplasma and (he ions coming from
(he main plasma, the amount of the ions coining from
the main plasma is an order of magnitude larger than
that of the background ions in the subplasma.

To ident ify the parameter range in which Ihe asym-
metric plasma with the MF behaves dynamic, simu-
lations with different values of A",,, and BQ arc done.
Fig. 10 depicts the average electron density in the sub-
plasma < n.sv > depending on the rate of the particle
supplement in the subplasma. I/A',,,. The strength of
the MF is fixed at Bo = 0.5. For li() = 0.5. the elec-
trons in the main plasma and the subplasma cannot
commute each other. The maximum and minimum
values are shown in the figure. The cases with the
same values of maximums and minimums correspond
to the static states. The dynamic slate of the limit
cycle is observed for I/A,,, < 0.05. while the static
state is seen for I/A*,,, > 0.0G25. It is natural lhat if
the background electron density is small (i.< .. I/A',,,
is small) the loss of high energy electrons into the left
wall cannot prevent the increase of the space poten-
tial of the subplasma from increasing up to the level of
Q\i when certain amount of ions enter the subplasma.
Hence Ihe dynamic state manifests for the low value
of I/A',,,. The periods of the limit C3rcles are Ihe same
for all cases with I/A',,, < 0.05.

Fig. 11 shows the average electron density in the
subplasma. < us, >• depending on By. The param-
eter of A',,, — G4 is fixed. For the stronger magnetic
field of Bo > 0.G5. the stafic state with the potential
gap is observed. Although there is no communication
of electrons between the main plasma and the sub-
plasma for 7i0 „.: 0.5. the electron density at the MF
is determined by the electrons coming from the main
plasma or the subphisma. The penetration length of



electrons into the region of the MF is roughly deter-
mined by the Larmor radius, hence the electron den-
sity at the MF is a decreasing function of BQ. Due
to the guasineutrality. (he ion density at the MF is
also a decreasing function of 7?0; the ion flux from
the main plasma to the subplasma reduces as Ba in-
creases. So, for the larger value of BQ. the ion beam
from the main plasma does not have enough power
to cause the potential increase in the subplasma. For
the weaker magnetic field of Bo < 0.35. the static
states with (j)g ~ 3 and <PM ~ 12 arc observed again.
For these lower values of BQ. energetic electrons in
the main plasma pass the MF, lose energy due to the
potential gap, and enter into the subplasma. So the
electron density in the subplasma increases. The in-
creased number of elect ions in the subplasma lias the
function to keep the sheath potential at the level of
Qs ~ 3.

We observe the dynamic state for 0.4 < BQ < O.G.
For BQ =- 0.5, 0.55, and 0.6. the system shows the
limit cycle. For the relatively weak values of BQ — 0.4
and 0.45. the intermittent states manifest. In the
intermittent cases, some of elections from tho main
plasma can go to the subplasina and affects the po-
tential change in the subplasma. The study of these
intermittent states is outside the scope of this article
and will be the subject of a future article.

4 Conclusions and Discussion

The asymmetric plasma divided by the magnetic filter
(MF) is numerically simulated by the one-dimensional
particle-in-cell code VSIM1D. The strength of the
MF is chosen to influence only electron dynamics;
ions move freely across the MF. The main plasma
with the high temperature (TMC) and the high den-
sity faces the subplasma with the low temperature
(1'sc) a n d the low density across the MF located at
the center of the system. The particles hitting the
grounded walls at the left and right ends of the sys-
tem are absorbed there; there are ion sheaths adjacent
to the walls. Depending on the asymmetry, the sys-
tem behaves static or dynamic. In the static state,
the potentials of the main plasma and the subplasma
are given by the sheath potentials, <̂ A/ ~ 37\j,. and
(ps ~ 3Tsf,, respectively. In the dynamic state, while
the potential in the main plasma is almost constant
with <PM ~ 3TMC. the potential in the subplasma
oscillates periodically between Qs.min ~ 3TSc and
Os.max ~ 37'ur- When the potential gap between
the main plasma and the subplasma is maximum, the
ion beam with the higher speed and the higher den-
sity gets into the subplasma from the main plasma.
Then the potential in the subplasma increases gradu-
ally because of the increased ion beam flux from the
main plasma. The ion beam with the higher speed
excites the laminar shock wave when it travels in the
subplasma. When the shock wave structure is ab-
sorbed into the left wall, the space potential of the
subplasma becomes small and the new ion beam wit h

the higher speed and the higher density gets into the
subplasma across the MF due to the large potential
gap. This process continues periodically. The period
of the limit cycle is determined by the transit time of
ions accelerated when the potential gap is maximum.

The phenomena presented in this article can be un-
derstood as the self-sustained oscillation related to
the bifurcation of the potential in the subplasma (or
the electric field at the MF). The phenomena caused
by the transitions between two bifurcated states have
been observed in toroidal magnetic fusion devices.
One example is the edge localized modes (ELMs) in
tokamaks[13]. Dithering ELMs are recognized as the
transitions between L-inode and H-inode in which L
and H mean low and high confinements, respectively.
The experiment ally observed dithering ELMs can be
elucidated by a limit cycle solution of the Ginzburg-
Landau type cquation[14]. The other example is a
self-sustained oscillation in Compact Helical System
(CHS) (helitron / torsatoron device) related to the
bifurcation of a radial electric field and the formation
of a transport barrier[15]. Sometimes the bifurcated
system behaves chaotic or intermittent as in the case
of ELMs[16. 17]. We have also observed the dynamic
state with intermittency. although the presentation of
details will be the subject of a, forthcoming paper.
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Fig.8 Snap shots of pluise space plots of ions, ion
density profiles, and potential profiles for £?o =
0.5 and A',,, = 64. Time variation for a period is
shown.

Fig.9 Typical four periods of the time evolution of
the ion density al the center of the subplasma
for Bo ^ 0 . 5 and A',,, - 64.

Fig.10 Average electron density in the subplasma
< ns( > depending on the rate of particle sup-
plement in the subplasma, I/A',,,. The maximum
and minimum arc shown for the dynamic case.

Fig.11 Average electron density in the subplasina
< rise > depending on Bo- The maximum and
minimum are shown for the dynamic case. Data
points indicated by L and I correspond to the
limit cycles and the intermittent states, respec-
tively.

Figure captions

Fig.l Schematic diagram of the simulation model
with the MF.

Fig.2 Time evolutions of average electron densities in
the main plasma and the subplasma. < n \jc >
and < nse >• for Bo = 0.7 and A",T1 = 64.

Fig.3 Time evolutions of potentials at the centers of
the main plasma and the subplasma. QM and Qs-
for BQ = 0.7 and A',-,, = 64.

Fig.4 Time evolutions of average electron densities in
the main plasma and the subplasma, < n_\fc >
and < nsc >• for BQ = 0.5 and Nln = 64.

Fig.5 Time evolutions of potentials at the centers of
the main plasma and the subplasma. QM and Qs-
for Bo = 0.5 and A',,, = G4.

Fig.6 Typical four periods of average electron den-
sity oscillations of the main plasma and the sub-
plasma. < riMc > and < use. >• for BQ = 0.5 and
Ar

m = 64.

Fig.7 Typical four periods of potential oscillations
at the centers of the main plasma and the sub-
plasma, <i>M and <?s- for BQ = 0.5 and A',,, = 64.
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